Respiratory diseases are multifactorial heterogeneous diseases that have proved recalcitrant to understanding using focused molecular techniques. This trend has led to the rise of 'omics approaches (e.g., transcriptomics, proteomics) and subsequent acquisition of large-scale datasets consisting of multiple variables. In 'omics technology-based investigations, discrepancies between the number of variables analyzed (e.g., mRNA, proteins, metabolites) and the number of study subjects constitutes a major statistical challenge. The application of traditional univariate statistical methods (e.g., t-test) to these ''short-and-wide'' datasets may result in high numbers of false positives, while the predominant approach of p-value correction to account for these high false positive rates (e.g., FDR, Bonferroni) are associated with significant losses in statistical power. In other words, the benefit in decreased false positives must be counterbalanced with a concomitant loss in true positives. As an alternative, multivariate statistical analysis (MVA) is increasingly being employed to cope with 'omics-based data structures. When properly applied, MVA approaches can be powerful tools for integration and interpretation of complex 'omics-based datasets towards the goal of identifying biomarkers and/or subphenotypes. However, MVA methods are also prone to over-interpretation and misuse. A common software used in biomedical research to perform MVA-based analyses is the SIMCA package, which includes multiple MVA methods. In this opinion piece, we propose guidelines for minimum reporting standards for a SIMCA-based workflow, in terms of data preprocessing (e.g., normalization, scaling) and model statistics (number of components, R 2 , Q 2 , and CV-ANOVA p-value). Examples of these applications in recent COPD and asthma studies are provided. It is expected that readers will gain an increased understanding of the power and utility of MVA methods for applications in biomedical research.
Introduction
Despite extensive study, little is known about the pathogenesis of many chronic lung diseases and effective therapeutic interventions for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) are still lacking. 1 Worldwide 235 million people suffer from asthma, which is the most common chronic disease among children, and COPD is expected to become the 3rd leading cause of global mortality by 2020. [2] [3] [4] These statistics suggest that complex multifactorial respiratory diseases have proven recalcitrant to traditional reductionist approaches that focus on a small number of endpoints (e.g., genes or proteins) for elucidating disease mechanisms. 1 A number of researchers have highlighted the potential of systems medicine-based approaches in investigating respiratory diseases including asthma, 5-7 cystic fibrosis, 8 COPD, 9 and pulmonary hypertension. 10 The application of 'omics-based science (e.g., genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics) has provided a wealth of information and data related to disease, which has recently been reviewed in detail. 11 However, the ''system'' component requires that methods move beyond data acquisition to data integration and interrogation, which can be challenging. One useful approach involves the application of multivariate statistical methods, which have the advantage of being able to integrate numerical and categorical information from multiple 'omics datasets with e.g., clinical diagnostic and/or phenotype data, while simultaneously not requiring significant computational or bioinformatics expertise. This Opinion piece is not intended to serve as a comprehensive review of the field or a tutorial; readers interested in more in-depth discussions of these topics are directed to a number of reviews and recent applications cited throughout this paper. The purpose of this Opinion is to present an argument for the need of multivariate statistical methods in 'omics-based data analysis and to propose distinct metrics for evaluating the quality of multivariate models.
Statistical challenges in the analysis of 'omics datasets
The discrepancies between the number of variables analyzed (e.g., mRNA, proteins, metabolites) and the number of study subjects constitutes a major statistical challenge in large-scale 'omics investigations. These ''short-and-wide'' dataset structures are not conducive to traditional univariate statistical methods (e.g., t-test), because the repeated hypothesis testing results in a high numbers of potential false positives. The most common way to correct for these high false positive rates is to apply some form of p-value correction, such as the False Discovery Rate (FDR) described by Benjamini-Hochberg, 12 the q-value described by Storey, 13 or Bonferroni correction. 14, 15 While the benefits of a reduction of false positives have made these methods the standard in the field for e.g., transcriptomics, 16 the downsides in terms of loss of statistical power to detect true positives are rarely discussed. [17] [18] [19] [20] In a previous example, 21 we showed that FDR p-value correction reduced the statistical power from 95% to 9.3% in an mRNA microarray dataset; the penalty for removing B800 potential false positives was a loss of 86% of the putative true positives. Part of the problem is that we apply t-statistics in a fashion for which it was not designed. The application of univariate statistics becomes a balancing act between the acceptable levels of true-and false positives. 22 Maximizing the statistical power, rather than minimizing the false positive rate, may be desirable for downstream analyses (e.g., pathway mapping, enrichment analysis 23 
Introduction to multivariate statistics
Multivariate statistics can be described as a group of tools for reducing the dimensionality of large datasets to render the visualization and interpretation more manageable (Fig. 1A) . 40, 41 The relationship between the study subjects (observations) and collected data (variables) is described. The SIMCA-based workflow described in this opinion piece involves three main applications of MVA: (1) data overview or quality control (QC), (2) identification of subsets of biomarkers for discrimination between groups (e.g., healthy and COPD), and (3) correlation modeling between two data blocks (X and Y; e.g., lung function parameters and 'omics data). These MVA methods provide projections of the dominating trends in the multidimensional dataset onto a few representative virtual variables, termed latent 
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24 The plane (or hyperplane) to which the data are projected, consisting of as many dimensions as principal components extracted (Fig. 1A ).
Principal component
The coordinates of the original observations following reduction in dimensionality to a few latent variables (Fig. 1A ).
Data block
Group of variables or data (e.g., proteomics, metabolomics) included in a MVA model construction.
Scores
New values representing the observations (subjects) in the model plane. Each subject is represented as a single point in the scores plot (Fig. 1B) . Loadings New values representing the variables (e.g., proteins) in the model plane. Each original variable is represented as a point in the loadings plot (Fig. 1C ). Hotellings T 2 Multivariate generalization of the 95% confidence interval, can be utilized to identify outliers (Fig. 1B) . p(corr)
Loadings scaled as a correlation coefficient (ranging from À1.0 to 1.0) between the model and original data. DModX Distance to model X; the distance of a given observation to the model plane. Useful for detection of moderate outliers. R variables or principal components (PC; Fig. 1A ; see Table 1 for a glossary of terms). The number of PCs can be quite large, but generally the first couple of PCs are sufficient to describe the trends of interest in the data. The new coordinates for the study subjects (observations) are referred to as scores, and the influence (weight) of the original data variables are referred to as loadings. Traditionally the observations and variables are displayed in separate plots, with the scores plot visualizing the group separation of the subjects (Fig. 1B) , and the loadings plot visualizing the relationship of the original variables (e.g., genes, proteins) to the scores (i.e., subjects; Fig. 1C 
Types of MVA methods
There are multiple forms of multivariate statistics, which are beyond the scope of this opinion piece (e.g., factor analysis, linear discriminant analysis, canonical correlation analysis, artificial neural networks). Instead, these discussions are focused on the two most common applications for 'omics data in biomedical research: (1) principal components analysis (PCA) and (2) orthogonal projections to latent structures (OPLS). MVA methods can be broadly grouped into supervised and unsupervised approaches. Interested readers are directed to a number of in-depth reviews and books on MVA. 40, 41, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] Unsupervised approach means that no information on group identity (e.g., diagnosis) is used to construct the model. The data are analyzed as belonging to a single block of observations and variables, referred to as the X-data block. The dominating trends of group separation inherent in the data are highlighted in the resulting model. In the 'omics field, PCA is the most commonly used unsupervised MVA method. Unsupervised methods can be utilized for identifying strong subgroupings in the data. However, it is challenging to connect the observed group separation back to the original variables in a PCA model, which is essential for model interpretation (e.g., biomarker identification). The primary strength and utility of PCA is therefore in assessing the quality and homogeneity of the dataset (e.g., outlier identification). Accordingly, PCA is often the first step in an MVA workflow. 51 For biomarker discovery or hypothesis testing, supervised methods are of greater utility. Supervised means that group identity is defined, focusing the analysis on extracting the variables important for group separation (i.e., the hypothesis), or for finding correlations between two data blocks. The data are divided into two separate blocks: the X-block containing the predictor variables (e.g., putative diagnostic protein biomarkers, inflammatory lipids [eicosanoids]), and the Y-block containing the response variables (e.g., clinical parameters used for diagnosis: FEV 1 , methacholine challenge, BMI, etc.). Partial least squares (PLS), a commonly used supervised MVA method, is primarily useful for performing multivariate correlation analysis between two defined data blocks. As with PCA, the variables in each block have to display a similar trajectory in order to identify subgroupings; strong confounding or opposing variables will weaken or even obscure the underlying group separation or correlation. For example, including smoking and non-smoking subjects in an MVA model investigating COPD will only highlight effects due to smoking, and not the underlying disease.
Orthogonal projections to latent structures (OPLS) is an extension of PLS where the variance of interest (e.g., diagnosis) is separated from the variance that is unrelated (orthogonal) to the defined Y-block variables (i.e., hypothesis). 52, 53 This results in a rotation of the standard PLS model so that the variance important for the defined group separation is focused into the predictive components (x-axis; Fig. 1B and C) , and variance unrelated to the tested hypothesis is filtered into orthogonal components (y-axis; Fig. 1B and C) . The strength of OPLS in biomarker discovery is that the information of interest is focused into a single component, making it easier to link to the experimental variables (e.g., proteins, metabolites), as well as to evaluate the predictive power of a sub-set of biomarkers. 16 The power of supervised methods, particularly OPLS, can however be a double-edged sword. If a sufficient number of orthogonal components are extracted, an OPLS analysis invariably results in group separation that is convincing by visual inspection of the scores plot. Such overfitting of MVA models can be compared with introducing polynomial fitting to a standard curve with an inherent linear relationship; if sufficient terms are introduced, a correlation of R 2 = 1.0 can always be achieved (see example in ref. 21 ). However, the utility of such a model for prediction is limited because the predictive power is lost.
Parameters necessary for evaluating model quality
Due to the risk of visual over-interpretation of MVA results, the methods employed in an MVA experiment need to be explicitly described. In particular, there are a number of parameters that are vital to interpreting the model quality. Reporting of the parameters discussed below should be considered essential for any presentation of results from an MVA-based study. 
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foremost, the number of components employed in model construction is related to the degree of overfitting, and should be provided. The R 2 value, which indicates how well the model explains the dataset, and the cross-validated correlation (termed Q 2 in SIMCA) should be reported. Cross-validation involves partitioning the subjects into subsets, and fitting the model after randomly excluding one subset at a time from the analysis. Q 2 is the correlation based on averaging the results from repeated iterations of cross-validation, and represents a measure of the predictive power of the model (i.e., how well the model is expected to fit additional cohorts). In an ideal model the R 2 and Q 2 should be similar, meaning that each of the subjects contribute equally and uniformly to the observed group separation. In reality Q 2 is always lower than R 2 ; however, if Q 2 is substantially lower than R 2 then the robustness of the model is poor, implying overfitting. For supervised methods, the cross-validated ANOVA (CV-ANOVA) p-value can be calculated as a measure of significance for the observed group separation, with the distinct advantage of providing a familiar p-value metric of the model. 54 There are a couple of additional tools available in the SIMCA software that are useful for MVA-based quality control. The Hotelling's T 2 , corresponding to a multivariate generalization of the 95% confidence interval, can be utilized to identify outliers. This region is visualized by the large circle shown in SIMCA-generated scores plots for both PCA and OPLS models (Fig. 1B) . If the data are normally distributed, then 95% should fall inside the Hotelling's T 2 circle. In a second QC step, a PCA can be performed for each data block and study group separately, and investigated using the distance to model X (DModX) function to identify moderate outliers. The DModX function is the relative standard deviation (RSD) for each row and provides a measurement of the distance to the model (the plane onto which the original variables are projected; Fig. 1A ). For a model that is representative for all included subjects, the DModX values should be fairly equal for all samples. Many multivariate methods are strongly scale-dependent and as such any scaling should be described. If no scaling is applied, the most abundant variables may drive the separation, similar to the effect that a couple of high abundance data points have in a standard curve. Scaling to unit variance (UV) and mean centering (default in SIMCA) are commonly applied to ensure that large relative alterations in low abundance biomolecules exert the same influence as high abundance biomolecules. If no signal-to-noise (S/N) filtering is performed prior to the MVA analysis, UV scaling can result in variables with abundances close to the limit of detection (LOD) exerting an artificially high influence on the model (i.e., the noise is inflated). The ''pareto'' scaling option available in SIMCA is a viable alternative for 'omics datasets with large dynamic ranges. Pareto scaling only partly removes the differences in abundances, and the risk of close-to-LOD variables driving the separation is less pronounced. A normal distribution is not a requirement for MVA methods. However, these methods extract the maximum variance in the data and the lack of appropriate data transformation (e.g., log transformation) may result in the skewed variance dominating the model. Accordingly, evaluation of skewedness and normality of the data along with any transformation should be reported.
Interpretation of MVA results

Group classification and biomarker selection using OPLS
One of the major strengths of supervised methods, particularly OPLS, is its application in variable selection. Variable selection is an essential step in identifying and evaluating the performance of subsets of variables for classification of patient subgroups (e.g., biomarker discovery). In MVA the question of which variables are of interest, corresponding to determining significance in univariate statistics, is not trivial. General rules for where to apply the cutoff in the continuous variable ranking, such as p o 0.05 in univariate statistics, have not yet been established. The use of a Variable Influence on Projection (VIP; also referred to as Variable Importance in Projection) score > 1.0 is common in publications. VIP is a metric that summarizes the importance of each variable in driving the observed group separation. 41 However, VIP > 1.0 only implies that the variable contributes more than average to the model, and the VIP > 1.0 cutoff results in selection of up to 50% of the variables. In addition, the VIP score is a relative ranking term that changes with each iteration of variable selection, rendering it somewhat of a moving target. It is therefore often difficult to determine the optimal model based solely upon VIP values. An alternative and complementary parameter is the p(corr) value. p(corr) is the loadings (Fig. 1C) scaled as a correlation coefficient, thereby standardizing the range from À1.0 to 1.0. The p(corr) values remain stable during iterative variable selection and are comparable between models. There is no consensus on what p(corr) cutoff represents significance, but an absolute p(corr) > 0.4-0.5 is often used. [24] [25] [26] 31, 55 For variable selection, we recommend the use of a combination of p(corr) and VIP (Fig. 1D) . A constant p(corr) can be used as a cutoff point for variable selection if the aim is to maximize the statistical power. Alternatively, if the goal is to select a subset of biomarkers, several iterations of variable selections can be performed as long as the Q 2 and CV-ANOVA p-value continue to increase.
Overfitting is an inherent risk in OPLS analysis, and determining the appropriate number of components is essential, but not always trivial. The default automatic fitting in SIMCA extracts the maximal number of significant components, which in most cases results in an overfitted model. The result is an inflated R 2 , but a lowered Q 2 because the overfitting occurs at the expense of the predictive power. The optimal number of components is at the break point where Q 2 decreases with the addition of more components. The CV-ANOVA p-value can be used as a complement to the Q 2 for determining the optimal number of components (an increasing p-value due to addition of a component implies overfitting).
Comparison of multiple groups using OPLS
The goal of biomarker discovery studies is often to determine the selectivity for the condition of interest (e.g., COPD) relative to related and/or confounding conditions (e.g., smoking). However, it can be difficult to interpret OPLS analyses that directly compare multiple groups because groups with many similar, but few distinguishing, characteristics may not separate. For example in COPD studies, habitual smoking generally causes the majority of alterations in protein-and mRNA expression patterns, and thus will confound any specific alterations due to COPD if analyzed together. 31 The optimal study design in OPLS is achieved by limiting each model to comparison of two groups, which subsequently are analyzed using shared-andunique-structures (SUS) plots using the p(corr) values. 56 Fig. 2 shows a SUS-plot comparing the protein variables from a COPD study examining the respective contribution of 'healthy smokers vs. healthy never-smokers' relative to 'smokers with COPD vs. healthy never-smokers'. 31 Given that both models have the same baseline point (healthy never-smokers), the effect of smoking alone vs. smoking and COPD combined are extracted in the plot. The proteins that are of equal importance for the two models cluster along the diagonal (blue boxes) and are of little use as biomarkers. Proteins altered only due to COPD, but not due to smoking, are located along the y-axis (orange boxes; unique structures that only contribute to the COPD model). The latter, featuring high p(corr) values in the COPD model and low p(corr) values for the smoker model, represent putative biomarkers and/or proteins important in the disease development independent of smoking. The 19 proteins that were previously identified to be altered in a female-dominated sub-phenotype of COPD are all located in this region. 31 
Summary
As the field of systems biology and its application to respiratory medicine continues to expand, it will be useful to gain an increased understanding of the tools employed in a systems medicine experiment and how to evaluate and interpret the results. Many of these approaches, including MVA, provide powerful and novel ways to extract information on the relationship between variables that would not be observed with univariate statistics; however these methods can be obfuscating for non-specialists. An MVA analysis should be treated identically to any other experimental step in a research pipeline, with hypothesis generation and reporting of data handling in a distinct methods section. In particular, all MVA experiments should report data preprocessing (including normalization, transformation and scaling), and model statistics (number of components, R 2 and Q
2
, and the CV-ANOVA p-value for supervised analyses). We propose that these parameters should be considered as the minimal reporting standards for PCA-and OPLS-based workflows, and be required for publication purposes. Visual interpretation of MVA models, especially supervised models, is not appropriate and potentially misleading unless accompanied by the necessary model statistics. Adherence to these minimal reporting standards is an important step towards greater use and acceptance of these approaches. The field would also greatly benefit from an in-depth tutorial or protocol-like paper on application of MVA in 'omics data processing towards the goal of biomarker discovery. In association with increased acquisition of 'omics datasets, it is expected that applications of MVA methods will become widely spread and considered part of a normal biomedical research workflow. In both models, smoking is likely to be the most prominent cause of alterations in protein abundances. The protein variables that are altered in a similar fashion regardless of COPD diagnosis are clustered along the diagonal. Accordingly, the variables in the upper right and lower left corners are not useful as selective biomarkers of COPD (blue boxes). Conversely, proteins located along the axes are specifically altered in 'smokers' (green boxes) and 'COPD patients' (orange boxes) respectively. Accordingly, the latter are good candidates for COPD biomarkers. The 19 proteins that were previously identified to be altered in a female-dominated sub-phenotype of COPD are all located in the region highlighted in orange. View Article Online
